




From: Nathan Strange
To: Public Comment
Subject: -EXTERNAL SENDER- Concerns about rising covid cases
Date: Tuesday, January 11, 2022 2:43:11 PM

I am writing to the board to express concerns about the school system possibly becoming a
major source for the spread of covid-19 through the community during the current surge.  

Although the much more contagious omicron strain appears to be less severe than other covid
variants, it is still a serious illness.   With even the mild cases, people who contract COVID
may miss a week or more of work, and for many people that means a loss of needed income.
In addition, the health impacts of "long covid" are not well known and could result in some
fraction of those who contract omicron dealing with lifelong degraded health.  And even
though the mortality rate of omicron is lower than other  COVID variants, it's high infection
rate will still likely result in a tragically large loss of life.

Any measures the school district takes to reduce the amount of transmission of COVID within
the schools will not only help product students, teachers, and staff -- it will also help protect
the kids' families and the broader community as well.   Something like a complete shutdown
of the school, even for a couple of weeks, would likely have a strong positive impact in
reducing the spread of the omicron variant.   However, not only would such a shutdown be
difficult within the constraints from state regulations and other sources, it would also
negatively impact families in the district with food insecurity or without access to childcare.

A possible way forward to take positive action against the spread of the virus within these
constraints, is to think in terms of community protection.  If we can reduce the number of
interactions students have with possibly infected people, we will reduce the spread of the virus
directly proportional to the reduction in the average number of interactions.

Along these lines I'd like to propose an outline of a way forward:

- Take a two week pause in classes covering new material.   Use the time to help student
review, and use the pause to help students who are sick or miss school for other reasons from
falling behind.
- Encourage families who can, to keep their students at home.   Don't require these students to
attend class remotely, just provide them with recommended review activities and an excused
absence.   Encourage them to stay home as a way to reduce the population at the schools so as
to better protect the students who are not able to stay home.
- Take measures to protect kids at school, using the smaller student population to make this
easier. Group the students who are unable to stay home into clusters and try to minimize the
number of close interactions that they have with other students. Try to separate students who
test negative for COVID from other students to minimize their risk.
- For these two weeks, emphasize student well-being over keeping to the syllabus.  As the full
wave of omicron hits, the level of death in the community may be very difficult on students. 
Keeping student morale up during this time will be very important.
- Use this two week pause to develop a strategy for the rest of the year.   During this time
options such as extending the school year could be considered.

The above is an outline of an approach intended to help generate ideas of a way to reduce the
population of kids at school and to reduce the risk of exposure for those kids at school.  The
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rapid spread of the omicron variant presents a tremendous challenge, but it also prevents an
opportunity.  If we can reduce the spread now, we can bend the curve.  This will not only
reduce the peak of the infection curve, but will also help the wave to pass through the
community more quickly.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment,

Nathan Strange
(father with 3 kids in the district, middle school and high school)
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